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Abstract: While Big Data gradually become

and business informatics, government, Internet

a hot topic of research and business and has

search, social networks, document, photography,

been everywhere used in many industries, Big

audio, video, logs, click streams, mobile phones,

Data security and privacy has been increasingly

sensor networks and so on. Big Data is the result of

c o n c e r n e d . H o w e v e r, t h e r e i s a n o b v i o u s

the dramatic increase of data.

contradiction between Big Data security and

Big Data have significant value. Many

privacy and the widespread use of Big Data. In this

organizations worldwide collect and analyze their

paper, we firstly reviewed the enormous benefits

own business process data in order to improve their

and challenges of security and privacy in Big Data.

internal decision making. The Obama regime has

Then, we present some possible methods and

announced a Big Data research and development

techniques to ensure Big Data security and privacy.

initiative based on recognition of the great social

Keywords: big data; value of big data; security and

and economic value captured in the data in 2012

privacy

[5]. Big Data promotes the economy and scientific
research, transforms traditional business models and

I. INTRODUCTION

scientific methods and creates new opportunities
through data analysis [6].

Recently, there has been an increasing interest

However, exploring and using the extraordinary

i n B i g D a t a . H o w e v e r, t h e t e r m B i g D a t a

value of Big Data must increase risks of security

remains vague. In Wikipedia, Big Data is an all-

and privacy. For example, “Amazon monitors

encompassing term for any collection of data sets

our shopping preferences and Google learns our

so large and complex that it becomes difficult

browsing habits, while Twitter knows what’s on our

to process using traditional data processing

minds. Facebook seems to catch all that information

applications. A widely recognized definition

too, along with our social relationships. Mobile

belongs to IDC: “big data technologies describe a

operators know not only whom we talk to, but

new generation of technologies and architectures,

who is nearby. With Big Data promising valuable

designed to economically extract value from

insights to those who analyse it, all signs seem to

very large volumes of a wide variety of data, by

point to a further surge in others’ gathering, storing,

enabling the high-velocity capture, discovery, and/

and reusing our personal data.” [7]. If the Internet

or analysis” [1].

age threatened security and privacy, the age of Big

We live in the Age of Big Data” [2]. In the past

135

Data endanger them even more.

few years, the total amount of data created by

Big Data security usually is to the use of the Big

human has exploded [3]. From 2005 to 2020, the

Data to implement solutions increasing security,

amount of data is predicted to increase 300 times,

reliability, and safety of a distributed system. Big

from 130 exabytes to 40,000 exabytes [4]. These

Data privacy focuses on the protection of Big Data

data are generated from scientific research, finance

from unauthorized use and unwanted inference [8].
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It is well known that big data are a priceless source

some other features which determine the difference

of information at the basis of robust and accurate

between itself and massive data.

security solutions. However, Big Data often contain

In a 2001 research report, challenges and

sensitive information that needs to be protected

opportunities brought by increased data are defined

from unauthorized access and release. Obviously,

as a 3Vs model, i.e., Variety, Velocity and Volume

there are not any challenges of security and privacy

[10]. Gartner and many other enterprises used

if we do not extract value from Big Data. Thereby,

the “3Vs” model to describe Big Data [11]. In

the principles of Big Data security and privacy must

2012, Gartner updated this definition: “Big Data

be balanced against additional societal value of Big

is high volume, high velocity, and/or high variety

Data.

information assets that require new forms of

In this paper, we firstly reviewed the enormous

processing to enable enhanced decision making,

benefits and challenges of security and privacy in

insight discovery and process optimization.”[12]

Big Data. Then, we present some possible methods

In the “3Vs” model, Variety indicates the various

and techniques to ensure security and privacy in

types of data which include structured, semi-

Big Data. The rest of paper is as follows: section II

structured and unstructured data; Volume means

shows some detail of Big Data, including definition,

data scale is large; Velocity implies all processes

characteristic, framework, technology, example,

of Big Data must be rapid and timely in order to

value, and challenges of Big Data; section III

maximize value of Big Data. These features that

reveals Big Data security and privacy issues and

Big Data handles large amount of data and utilizes

some solutions of Big Data security and privacy;

various types of data including unstructured data

section IV is the conclusion of this paper.

and attributes that were never used in the past
distinguish data mining from Big Data.

II. BIG DATA

In 2011, IDC defined big data as “big data
technologies describe a new generation of

2.1 Definition and characteristic of big data

technologies and architectures, designed to

Big Data become a popular topic in many fields

economically extract value from very large

such as scientific research, finance and business

volumes of a wide variety of data, by enabling the

since McKinsey & Company, a global consulting

high-velocity capture, discovery, and/or analysis”

agency announced the report “Big Data: the

[1]. In this definition, features of big data may be

next frontier for innovation, competition, and

summarized as 4Vs, i.e., Variety, Velocity, Volume

productivity” in May 2011[9]. Today, people still

and Value, where the implications of Variety,

have different opinions on its definition although

Velocity, Volume is identical the 3Vs model

the importance of Big Data has been generally

respectively and Value refers big data have great

recognized. Research scholars, data analysts and

social value. The 4Vs model was widely recognized

technical practitioners have different definitions

because it indicates the most critical problem which

of Big Data as different concerns. In Wikipedia,

is how to discover value from an enormous, various

“big data is an all-encompassing term for any

types, and rapidly generated datasets in big data.

collection of data sets so large and complex that it
becomes difficult to process using traditional data

2.2 Example and value of big data

processing applications”. In the report of McKinsey

Many organizations worldwide have carried out big

& Company, “big data refers to datasets whose size

data action because they realize that the immense

is beyond the ability of typical database software

social and economic value is explored and used

tools to capture, store, manage, and analyze”. In

from big data.

both definitions, datasets can be considered as

Science research such as the Large Hadron Collider

Big Data will grow as technology advances over

experiments [13], the Square Kilometre Array

time and can vary by sectors. It can be seen that

telescope [14], the Sloan Digital Sky Survey and the

the volume of a data is not the only criterion for

Large Synoptic Survey Telescope [3], the NASA [15]

Big Data. Apart from masses of data, Big Data has

is producing or will create vast amounts of data.
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Many firms such as eBay [23], Amazon [24],

Massachusetts Institute of Technology research

Walmart [3], Facebook [25], FICO [26] and

indicates that companies that make decision based

so on has established a number of large-scale

on data enjoy about 5% increase in productivity

data warehouses to store their business data.

[29].

“It estimates that the volume of business data

There is many examples of the benefits of

worldwide, across all companies, doubles every 1.2

Big Data. A notable example is Google, which

years” [27][28].

found that frequency of search queries that were

“In 2012, the Obama administration announced

correlated to the time and place of the flu spreading

the Big Data Research and Development Initiative

during the spreading of flu would be different from

to explore how Big Data could be used to address

those at ordinary times, obtained timely information

important problems faced by the government”

that predicted and located outbreaks of the flu by

[16]. “This initiative is composed of 84 different

aggregating massive search queries during the

Big Data programs spread across six departments”

H1N1 crisis struck in 2009 [34]. Another example

[17]. “Big Data analysis played a large role in

is Farecast, a technology start-up companies in the

Barack Obama's successful 2012 re-election

U.S, which had been purchased by Microsoft in

campaign” [18]. “The Utah Data Center is a data

2008 has an airline ticket forecast system which

center currently being constructed by the United

has been incorporated into the Bing search engine

States National Security Agency. When finished,

that predicts the trends and increasing or decreasing

the facility will be able to handle a large amount of

range of airline ticket price. “By 2012 the system

information collected by the NSA over the Internet.

was making the correct call 75 percent of the time

The exact amount of storage space is unknown, but

and saving travellers, on average, $ 50 per ticket”

more recent sources claim it will be on the order of

[7].These two examples show the scientific and

a few exabytes” [19][20][21]. “Big Data analysis

societal benefits of Big Data as well as Big Data

was, in parts, responsible for the BJP and its allies

can become a source of economic value.

to win a highly successful Indian General Election
2014” [22].
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The most famous example of the enormous
potential of Big Data may be Internet. Big

Organizations in any industry can benefit from

Data applications in the field of Internet have

Big Data [29]. “Research on the effective usage of

e-commerce, online ad, network news, search

information and communication technologies for

engines, travel reservation, instant messaging,

development suggests that Big Data technology

social networking, blog, microblog, online video,

can make important contributions” [30][31].

online music, and online game. The Internet giants

“Advancements in Big Data analysis offer cost-

such as Google, Facebook, Microsoft, Alibaba,

effective opportunities to improve decision-

and Tencent and so on have enormous economic

making in critical development areas such as

potential because these firms have amassed

health care, employment, economic productivity,

previously unimaginable amounts of users’ data.

crime, security, and natural disaster and resource

For example, “Facebook has more than 900 million

management” [32][33]

users who upload more than 250 million photos

The McKinsey & Company report shows that

and click the “Like” button more than 2.5 billion

Big Data may create tremendous value for the

times per day” [3].Now, these Internet companies

global economy through research on the five

which have already possessed massive user data

industries, i.e., the U.S. healthcare, the EU public

are seeking new ways to utilize their customer data.

sector administration, the U.S. retail, the global

And more and more organizations are collecting

manufacturing, and the global personal location

online user information through the construction of

data that represent the global economy [9]. The

Big Data platform in order to share the benefit of
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Big Data.

applications can be developed is proposed in
[40]. This framework can be summarized in

2.3 Framework and technology of big data

three stages, i.e., Multiple Data Sources, Data

Big data generally involves data acquisition and

Analysis and Modelling, and Data Organization

preparation, storage and management, analysis and

and Interpretation. Stage 1 is concerned with

mining, and interpretation. In the dig data era, with

acquisition and filtering of data by applying

growing computational capabilities, it is feasible

correct metadata and processes. Stage 2 uses the

to use more computational power to do the same

information prepared in Stage 1 to apply analytics

work. However, high performance network capacity

and predictive models to find relationships and

has not increased at the same rate as processing and

patterns that were not initially known. Stage 3 deals

storage capabilities. The limitation in computation

with modelling the source information and mapping

has simply shifted from moving data to a big

the data to the target model as well as interpreting

supercomputer, to moving the application to many

the meaning of the newly discovered information.

smaller computers which store the data.

McKinsey & Company report suggests suitable

Various frameworks and file systems have

technologies to efficiently process mass data within

been developed for managing and analyzing Big

tolerable elapsed times in Big Data include: “A/B

Data. Typical examples are MapReduce, Hadoop

testing [41], crowdsourcing [42], data fusion and

and NoSQL. MapReduce framework which

integration [43], genetic algorithms [44], machine

introduced by Google in 2004 is a programming

learning [45], natural language processing [46],

model for producing and processing large data sets

signal processing [47], simulation, time series

[11]. MapReduce is composed of two processes,

analysis [48], visualization [49][9],massively

which are Map (simple computation) and Reduce

parallel-processing (MPP) databases [50], search-

(integration) [35][36]. Hadoop is an acronym for

based applications [51], data mining [52],

“High-Availability Distributed Object-Oriented

distributed file systems [53], distributed databases

Platform” and is an open source implementation

[54], cloud based infrastructure (applications,

of MapReduce [37]. NoSQL is a technique for

storage and computing resources) [55] and the

handling data which is difficult to handle with

Internet

traditional SQL [38].
Recent studies show that the use of a multiple

2.4 Challenges of big data

layer architecture is an option for dealing with Big

The application of Big Data is leading to a set

Data” [39].A seven layers framework in which Big

of new challenges since data sets of Big Data so

Data applications can be developed is proposed

large and complex that it is difficult to acquisition,

in [40]. This framework can be summarized in

storage, management and analysis. The main

three stages, i.e., Multiple Data Sources, Data

challenges are listed as following [56][57]:

Analysis and Modelling, and Data Organization

1. Data preparation. According to the definition of

and Interpretation. Stage 1 is concerned with

strong and accurate techniques for big data,

acquisition and filtering of data by applying

an important basis of big data analysis and

correct metadata and processes. Stage 2 uses the

management is the availability of high-quality,

information prepared in Stage 1 to apply analytics

precise, and trustworthy data. Data preparation

and predictive models to find relationships and

is paramount for increasing the value of big

patterns that were not initially known. Stage 3 deals

data.

with modelling the source information and mapping

2. Efficient distributed storage and search. Timeli-

the data to the target model as well as interpreting

ness of data collection is fundamental to provide

the meaning of the newly discovered information.

fast analysis of big data. Therefore, there is an

A seven layers framework in which big data
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increasing need of providing efficient distributed
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storage with faster memories and enhancing

biomedical researchers, and private businesses

search algorithms.

invest enormous resources into the collection,

3. Effective online data analysis. Online analysis of

aggregation, and sharing of large amounts of

multidimensional data becomes a must and

personal data for the enormous benefit of Big

potential source of information for decision

Data. “Through recent disclosure, the National

making. This would require adapting existing

Security Administration routinely collects and

OLAP approaches to big data.

analyzes massive amounts of personal data

4. Effective machine learning techniques for big
data mining. Machine learning and data mining
should be adapted to big data to unleash the full
potential of collected data.
5. Efficient handling of big data streams. Some
specific scenarios (e.g., stock exchange)
would require analysis of data in the form of
streams. Fast and optimized solutions should
be developed to make inference on big data
streams.
6. Semantic

lifting

techniques.

Semantics

of

collected big data represents an important aspect
for future development of big data applications.
Future approaches to big data analysis should
be able to cope with their semantics.
7. Programming models . Various programming
models of big data infrastructures are

telecommunications, the Internet, and the user
databases of large businesses, including Microsoft,
Yahoo, Google, Facebook, PalTalk, YouTube,
Skype, AOL, and Apple” [19]. Many facts show
that Big Data will harm the user's privacy if it is not
properly handled.
The security and privacy issues which should
be concerned in Big Data context include: “1.The
personal information of a person when combined
with external large data sets leads to the inference
of new facts about that person and it’s possible
that these kinds of facts about the person are
secretive and the person might not want the Data
Owner to know or any person to know about
them; 2.Information regarding the users (people)
is collected and used in order to add value to
the business of the organization. This is done

available. Some examples include MapReduce

by creating insights in their lives which they are

and Hadoop. We should consider different

unaware of; 3.Another important consequence

approaches for storing and managing data.

arising would be Social stratification where a

8. Social analytics. The ability to distinguish those

literate person would be taking advantages of the

data that can be trusted and comply with users'

Big data predictive analysis and on the other hand

needs and preferences is important as well as

underprivileged will be easily identified and treated

different to achieve. Social analytics should then

worse; 4.Big Data used by law enforcement will

address this problem providing accurate and

increase the chances of certain tagged people to

sound approaches to social data analysis.

suffer from adverse consequences without the

9. Security and privacy. big data are a priceless
source of information. However, it often
contains sensitive information that needs to be
protected from unauthorized access and release.

III. SECURITY AND PRIVACY
3.1 Challenges of big data security and
privacy
Probably the most challenging and concerned
problem in Big Data is security and privacy.
Governmental agencies, the health care industry,
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derived from heterogeneous data sources such as

ability to fight back or even having knowledge that
they are being discriminated” [59].
The field of privacy in big data which contains
a bunch of challenges involves interaction with
individuals, re-identification attacks, probable
and provable results, and economic effects [60].
Interaction with individuals includes providing
transparency, getting consent, revocation of consent
and deletion of personal data. Re-identification
attacks which have three sub-categories named
correlation attacks, arbitrary identification attacks,
and targeted identification attacks mean that a
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huge dataset available is explicitly scanned for

uses. The tasks of ensuring Big Data security and

correlations that lead to a unique fingerprint of a

privacy become more difficult as information is

single individual. Probable and provable results

increased. “Computer scientists have repeatedly

refer the validity of the results gathered in big data.

shown that even anonymized data can often be re-

Economic effects of the big data paradigm are

identified and attributed to specific individuals”

direct results of the exchange of datasets among

[62].

business partners in advance.

A novel technological named the integrated
Rule-Oriented Data (iRODS) is proposed to be

3.2 Big data security techniques

the solution to ensure security and privacy in big

Organizations used various methods of de-

data [60]. iRODS was architected and designed to

identification to ensure security and privacy.

address these challenges across a broad spectrum

The most common solution to ensure security

of communities, with differing institutional goals

and privacy may be oral and written pledges.

and security and privacy concerns, by providing

However, history has shown that this method is

each adopter community the ability to develop

flawed. Passwords, controlled access, and two-

and deploy solutions for data management and

factor authentication is low-level, but routinely

sharing that are specific to organizational needs

used, technical solution to enforce security and

[63][64] Key technological features of iRODS

privacy when sharing and aggregating data

include: federated data grids or “intelligent

across dynamic, distributed data systems. Access

clouds”, a distributed rules engine, an “iCAT”

permissions such as these can potentially be broken

metadata catalog, a storage access layer that allows

by both the intentional sharing of permissions

common access, a rich combination of graphical

and the continuation of permissions after they are

user interface and command-line–based clients

no longer required or permitted. More advanced

and APIs for interaction with an iRODS data grid.

technological solution is cryptography. The

iRODS is used in a number of data management

famous encryption schemes have AES and RSA.

applications and has been adopted by numerous

Recent revelations show that the National Security

institutions around the world. Many publications

Administration (NSA) may have already found

describe the myriad ways in which iRODS

ways to break or circumvent existing Internet

technology has been adapted and applied to solve

encryption schemes [61]. Virtual barriers such as

of variety of challenges in policy based, large-scale

firewalls, secure sockets layer and transport layer

data management [63][64][65][66].The iRODS

security are designed to restrict access to data.

technology provides improvements in common

Each of these technologies can be broken, however,

approaches to securing data and ensuring privacy,

and thus need to be constantly monitored, with

including: comprehensive set of security controls,

fixes applied as needed. Tracking, monitoring or

improved control of data access and use through

auditing software is developed to provide a history

metadata, storage virtualization and data security

of data flow and network access by an individual

lifecycle, and persistent identifiers.

user in order to ensure compliance with security-

The big data security techniques data also involve

related. The limitation of this technology is that it

released anonymity protection, social networking

is difficult and costly to implement on a large scale

anonymity protection and data provenance and so on.

or with distributed data systems and users because

For structured data in big data, the data released

it requires dedicated staff to read and interpret

anonymity protection which is the basic means and

the findings, and the software can be exploited to

key technologies to achieve protection of privacy

monitor individual behavior rather than protecting

are still in the stage of continuous development and

data.All in all, the traditional de-identification

improvement. The early [67][68]and optimal [69]

techniques are not applicable in the era of Big Data

[70][71] k-anonymity protecting scheme focus on

since the de-identification technique widespread

static and one-time data released situation. In reality
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data released often faced continuous and repeatedly

for NSA’s activities with Big Data, legal issues

situation. In contrast, the data released anonymity

surfaced by disclosure of NSA surveillance

protection is more sophisticated in big data scene.

activities, cooperation of private enterprises and

Social networking is an important source of data

NSA according to common goals, technical and

in big data, while these data contains a large number

legal analysis of details for NSA’s activities based

of user privacy data. Social networks anonymity

on publicized materials, and opinions regarding

protection need to implement anonymous for

NSA surveillance activity [81].

user ID. The important issue of social networking
anonymous protection is the attacker may be

IV. CONCLUSION

inferred anonymous user based on the connection
between the users through other publicly available

Security and privacy are among the most important

information. For example, various link prediction

requirements in Big Data. We have seen that the

algorithms have been proposed in [72][73][74][75].

best solution of implementing Big Data security

Study has shown that the gather characteristics

and privacy is the law rather than the security

of social networking for accurate relationship

technology but the laws can’t keep pace with

forecasting methods have an important influence

the development of technology and is different

[76]. Therefore, the future anonymity protection

between countries. Thus, security technology and

technology should be able to effectively resist such

other methods are always necessary. Some possible

speculation attacks.

methods and techniques to ensure security and

Data provenance technology has been widely

privacy in Big Data have been discussed above.

studied in the database field before the emergence

Moreover, we noted that correlation of massive

of the concept of big data [77]. In the national

data is the key which is the basis of use of Big

cyberspace security report in 2009, data provenance

Data as well as the reason of Big Data security and

is listed as one of security key technologies which

privacy issues. We recommend that the study of

ensure the future nation's critical infrastructure [78].

“no correlation” may be realization of security and

The balance between data provenance and privacy

privacy in Big Data.

protection and the security of data provenance
technology are challenges to be faced when data
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